
Appendix

A. Implementation Details of Baselines

We compare our method with four baseline methods: Tex-
tual Inversion [17], DreamBooth [49], NeTI [2], and Celeb
Basis [69]. For Textual Inversion, we use the diffusers im-
plementation [63] with Stable Diffusion v2.1 as the base
model. The textual embeddings are initialized with the em-
beddings of “human face”. We perform 5,000 optimiza-
tion steps using a learning rate of 5e-3 and a batch size of
8. For DreamBooth, we also use the diffusers implemen-
tation and tune the U-Net with prior preservation loss. We
perform 800 fine-tuning steps using a learning rate of 2e-6
and a batch size of 1. For NeTI and Celeb Basis, we use
their official implementations and follow the official hyper-
parameters described in their papers. Moreover, we apply
the textual bypass and Nested Dropout [47] techniques for
NeTI.

Table 3. The 20 prompts used in the quantitative evaluation.

a photo of a S⇤ person
a S⇤ person with a sad expression

a S⇤ person with a happy expression
a S⇤ person with a puzzled expression
a S⇤ person with an angry expression

a S⇤ person plays the LEGO toys
a S⇤ person on the beach

a S⇤ person piloting a fighter jet
a S⇤ person wearing the sweater, a backpack and

camping stove, outdoors, RAW, ultra high res
a S⇤ person wearing a scifi spacesuit in space

a S⇤ person and Anne Hathaway
are baking a birthday cake

a S⇤ person and Anne Hathaway
taking a relaxing hike in the mountains

a S⇤ person and Anne Hathaway sit on a sofa
a S⇤ person and Anne Hathaway

enjoying a day at an amusement park
a S⇤ person shakes hands with

Anne Hathaway in news conference
cubism painting of a S⇤ person
fauvism painting of a S⇤ person

cave mural depicting a S⇤ person
pointillism painting of a S⇤ person

a S⇤ person latte art

Real Prompt TI [17] NeTI [2] Ours

An app
icon

of S⇤

A photo
of S⇤

in Times
Square

Colorful
graffiti
of S⇤

Figure 12. Results for general concepts.

B. Text Prompts
In Tab. 3, we list all 20 text prompts used in the quantitative
evaluation. These prompts cover a range of modifications,
including expression editing, background modification, in-
dividual interaction, and artistic style.

C. Results for General Concepts
While our primary focus is on the human face, we also
present results for general concepts in Fig. 12. As illus-
trated, our method outperforms Textual Inversion [17] and
shows promise for general concepts. We leave it as the fu-
ture work.

D. Additional Qualitative Comparisons
In Fig. 13, we present further qualitative comparisons
against baseline methods across a diverse set of prompts.
Additionally, we compare our method with more baselines,
including E4T [18], ProFusion [70], PhotoVerse [8], and
FaceStudio [67], in Fig. 14.

E. Results of Our Fast Version Method
As illustrated in Sec. 5.2, we developed a fast version of our
method with a learning rate of 0.08. This fast version en-
ables learning of the new concept in 25 optimization steps,
taking only 26 seconds. In Figs. 15 and 16, we provide
qualitative results of applying this fast version to a variety
of prompts. The results demonstrate that our fast version
allows for high-quality personalized face generation within
a remarkably short training time.

F. Additional Qualitative Results
In Fig. 17 and Fig. 18, we provide additional qualitative
results obtained by our method on a diverse set of prompts.



G. Results on Synthetic Facial Images
Besides evaluating on real facial images, we also evaluate
our method on synthetic facial images generated by Style-
GAN. The results are shown in Fig. 19. As can be seen, our
method achieves high-quality personalized face generation
on synthetic facial images.

H. Additional Ablation Study Results
As illustrated in Sec. 5.3, our ablation study involves the
individual removal of the following sub-modules: 1) Cross
Initialization, 2) mean textual embedding, and 3) the regu-
larization term. Additional ablation study results for each
variant are presented in Fig. 20.



Real Sample Textual Inversion DreamBooth NeTI Celeb Basis Ours

“S⇤ and
Anne Hathaway

sit on a sofa”

“S⇤ wears
a sunglass
on a boat”

“S⇤ wearing
a scifi spacesuit

in space”

“S⇤ as
Captain

America”

“cave mural
depicting S⇤”

“S⇤ latte art”

“A detailed oil
painting of S⇤

wearing a
royal gown
in a palace”

Figure 13. Additional qualitative comparisons. Given a single input image, we present four images generated by each method using
identical random seeds. Our approach demonstrates superior performance in identity preservation and editability.



Real Sample Prompt E4T ProFusion PhotoVerse FaceStudio Ours

S⇤ on the beach

Manga drawing
of S⇤

S⇤ flower
arrangement

S⇤ Funko Pop

Pointillism
painting of S⇤

S⇤ stained
glass window

S⇤ latte art

Figure 14. Qualitative comparisons to more baselines, including E4T [18], ProFusion [70], PhotoVerse [8], and FaceStudio [67].



Real Sample “S⇤ latte
art”

“Colorful graffiti
of S⇤”

“Manga drawing
of S⇤”

“Pencil drawing
of S⇤”

“A sand sculpture
of S⇤”

Real Sample
“S⇤ wears a

sunglass and a life
jacket on a boat”

“S⇤ is
driving a car”

“S⇤ piloting
a fighter jet”

“S⇤ wears a
suit in space”

“S⇤ swims
in the ocean”

Real Sample “S⇤ with an
admiring expression”

“S⇤ with a
depressed expression”

“S⇤ with an
ecstatic expression”

“S⇤ with a
puzzled expression”

“S⇤ with a
terrified expression”

Real Sample

“S⇤ and Bill
Gates go to a
technology

exhibition together”

“S⇤ and Elon
Musk go to an art

exhibition together”

“S⇤ is standing
with Jeff Bezos

on a street”

“S⇤ and
Keanu Reeves
sit in the park”

“S⇤ and
Sergey Brin
sit on a sofa”

Real Sample “S⇤ is surveying
an underground cave”

“S⇤ is having
a haircut in a

classic, retro-styled
barbershop”

“S⇤ is hiking
in a dense,

lush rainforest”

“S⇤ is crossing
the marathon
finish line”

“A vibrant, large-scale
chalk art of S⇤
on a sidewalk”

Figure 15. Images generated by our fast version method with a learning rate of 0.08. Results are obtained after 25 optimization steps,
taking only 26 seconds.



Real Sample “S⇤ is living in
an abandoned building ”

“S⇤ is fine-tuning
a handmade violin

in a workshop”

“S⇤ race car driver
is gearing up
in the pit lane
before a race”

“S⇤ shakes hands
with Elon Musk

in a news conference”

“colorful graffiti
of S⇤”

Real Sample “Banksy art
of S⇤”

“Cubism painting
of S⇤”

“Fauvism painting
of S⇤” “S⇤ Funko pop” “Watercolor painting

of S⇤”

Real Sample “S⇤ holding up
his accepted paper”

“S⇤ wears a
chefs hat

in the kitchen”

“S⇤ buckled in
his seat

on a plane”

“A photo of S⇤
graduating after

finishing his PhD”

“S⇤ as a cowboy
sitting on hay ”

Real Sample
“S⇤ is feeding

giraffes in a sunny
open zoo enclosure”

“S⇤ and
Bill Gates go

to a technology
exhibition together”

“S⇤ and
Keanu Reeves

on a boat”

“S⇤ as
Black Widow”

“S⇤ as
White Queen”

Real Sample “S⇤ is coding in
a cozy home office”

“S⇤ is paddling
on a crystal-clear

alpine lake”

“S⇤ is repairing
a vintage bike
in a garage”

“S⇤ is writing
a novel in

a home library”

“S⇤ as
Ziggy Stardust”

Figure 16. Images generated by our fast version method with a learning rate of 0.08. Results are obtained after 25 optimization steps,
taking only 26 seconds.



Real Sample
“A highly detailed

digital art of S⇤ mage
casting a fire ball”

“S⇤ is wearing
a magician hat
and a blue coat

in a garden”

“S⇤ wearing a casual
plain white shirt

surfing in the ocean”

“S⇤ is wearing
a brown sports jacket

and a hat, holding
a whip in his hand”

“Greek sculpture
of S⇤”

Real Sample

“S⇤ and
Steve Jobs

cooking together
in a kitchen”

“S⇤ and
Leonardo DiCaprio

sit on a sofa”

“S⇤ and
Michael Jackson
enjoy a delicate

candlelight dinner”

“S⇤ and
Robert Downey
enjoying a day

at an
amusement park”

“S⇤ and
Mark Zuckerberg

are reading a
book together”

Real Sample
“S⇤ wears
a chefs hat

in the kitchen”

“S⇤ is wearing
the sweater
outdoors ”

“S⇤ is looking
out of a window
on a rainy night”

“S⇤ dressed
in a blue suit
is cooking

a gourmet meal ”

“S⇤ is carrying
vegetables in

vegetable market ”

Real Sample
“S⇤ as a
knight in

plate armor”

“S⇤ in
assassins creed”

“S⇤ in a
comic book”

“Ice sculpture
of S⇤”

“S⇤ stained
glass window”

Real Sample
“S⇤ portrait as

an asia old
warrior chief”

“S⇤ is
riding a dragon”

“S⇤ is
riding a horse”

“S⇤ as a priest
in blue robes,

national geographic”

“A concert poster
of S⇤”

Figure 17. Additional examples of personalized text-to-image generation obtained with Cross Initialization.



Real Sample “S⇤ with a
happy expression”

“S⇤ with a
terrified expression”

“S⇤ with a
depressed expression”

“S⇤ with an
amazed expression”

“S⇤ with a
confused expression”

Real Sample
“S⇤ is riding

a bicycle wearing
a shirt and a scarf”

“S⇤ wears a suit
on a soccer field”

“S⇤ is sitting
on a sofa

holding a cat”

“S⇤ and Keanu
Reeves dressed as
knights holding a
wooden board”

“S⇤ as
a Witcher”

Real Sample

“A photo of
S⇤ wearing a

beret holding a
sign in front of

the Eiffel Tower”

“S⇤ is playing
guitar in a

lively urban setting”

“S⇤ sitting in
a hammock with
sunglasses on”

“S⇤ as a Jedi”

“An oil painting
of S⇤ dressed as
a musketeer in

an old French town”

Real Sample
“S⇤ in a serene
studio writing
elegant script”

“S⇤ yoga instructor
leading a class

at dawn with the
sun in the background”

“S⇤ as an
amazon warrior”

“S⇤ in the style
of stefan kostic

and david la chapelle”

“A highly detailed
digital art of
S⇤ mage

standing on clouds”

Real Sample “S⇤ cooking at
a night market”

“A dslr photo
of S⇤ painting

in a sunlit studio”

“Renaissance-style
portrait of S⇤

astronaut in space
detailed starry
background

reflective helmet”

“A colorful mural
of S⇤ on an

urban street wall”

“Pop Art painting
of a modern smartphone

with classic art pieces
of S⇤ appearing
on the screen”

Figure 18. Additional examples of personalized text-to-image generation obtained with Cross Initialization.



Synthetic Sample “S⇤ with an
ecstatic expression”

“S⇤ wears a
sunglass on

a boat ”

“S⇤ wears a
suit in

space ship”
“S⇤ as Hawkeye ” “Marble sculpture

of S⇤”

Synthetic Sample “S⇤ as a cowboy
sitting on hay”

“S⇤ is driving
a car”

“S⇤ stands in
the rain holding

an umbrella”

“S⇤ and Jeff Bezos
taking a relaxing

hike in the mountains ”

“3d modeling
of S⇤ ”

Figure 19. Additional results on synthetic facial images generated by StyleGAN, where the input images are sourced from [69].

Real Sample
& Prompt w/o CI w/o Mean w/o Reg Full

“S⇤ latte
art”

“S⇤ wearing
a scifi spacesuit

in space”

“S⇤ piloting
a fighter jet”

Figure 20. Additional ablation study. We compare the models trained without Cross Initialization (w/o CI), without mean textual embedding
(w/o Mean), and without regularization (w/o Reg). As can be seen, all sub-modules are essential for achieving identity-preserved and
prompt-aligned personalized face generation.


